
15086: "a month breathing gyps to begin with plastering the walls in myrthe's 

living room and then also sawing the old steps of the previous staircase to burn 

it in the fire and later also starting to dismantle inside the chicken house 

breathing there all the dust but also going for small walks breathing the nice air 

by the river and in a national park in belgium despite all the traffic to get to 

maastricht from there and finally in sweden breathing mostly the cold and snowy 

air  sleeping  at  the  hostel  and  then  in  uppsala  before  traveling  to  danmark 

breathing the small airplane air"

17070: "the very last month spent in the swedish country side now spending a 

beautiful last vacation with my son and his mother in my native village traveling 

to beautiful garda lake and hiking in the mountains observing the clouds there and 

then  back  in  sweden  moving  to  djursholm  and  spending  a  few  nice  afternoons 

swimming at the lake and seeing many monster like characters in the clouds"

13117: "filming a bit in sweden but mostly in the netherlands taking some days 

off with myrthe and exploring beautiful sites in the nature mostly over arnhem but 

also visiting different dutch cities like going to den haag several times to fix 

my visa for india"

13118: "filming started in stockholm using a cheap camera phone in preparation to 

my trip to india however experiencing a bit of shakiness due to the auotfocus and 

filming both there in stockholm with the snow and later in aarhus taking a day off 

from the exhibition making and exploring the coastline to then reach italy and 

film the beautiful bologna and later venice and spending time there also exploring 

a bit despite jacek being around and shortly go up to the mountains to later fly 

to india and film there amazing public space yet still experiencing shakiness in 

the videos i did taking quite a few risks being the only white there"

16100: "a month experiencing several weathers first in the mild netherlands with 

quite some rain but then going to stockholm finding there cold snow making walking 

quite hard and going to uppsala to be with august finding there a more dry snow to 

then go to denmark finding a wet but now free weather like in venice later with my 

parents experiencing much fog despite a sunny day spent in the mountains to fix 

jacek a house there and lastly coming to the heat of india with a dry weather 

being based on the high plateau"

04087: "a month feeling generally happy despite ll the critic from the academic 

environment about my work feeling good about my nomadic life meeting good friends 

in the hostel in stockholm and spending a good time with august and later also in 

aarhus for a show meeting people as well as energizing myself with a long walk 

prior coming to india and feeling the excitement there spreading my energy to 

students but feeling quite depressed about all the pollution in the big city of 

bengalore at last escaping with davide the coast and feeling happy with him beside 

eating very little and loosing much energy at times"



18096: "a month started with a little holiday spent with myrthe experiencing a 

bit of wind first in a nice walk in a belgian national park and then in maastricht 

to later experience a bit of wind in culemborg and then while in stockholm and 

later uppsala experiencing a bit more wind in denmark exploring the coast and 

lastly almost very little wind while in the south of india probably triggered by 

high rises at the university apartment where i spent a few nights"

01155: "a month pausing my carpenter work in myrthe's house and taking a small 

vacation with her traveling a bit around the netherlands and soon going to sweden 

living in an hostel and later in my old neighbours' small house using managing to 

use many objects nonetheless and later being a few days in the netherlands to 

mount a show using there several objects to mount my photo panels lastly being 

shortly at my parents' in venice to reach india there using extensively my new 

camera after discarding my new phone to film public spaces but also managing to 

use other objects doing my own laundry"

05100:  "a  month  with  some  walking  to  begin  with  myrthe  exploring  a  natural 

reserve in belgium and then walking in maastricht with the kids to later go to 

sweden covered with snow and experiencing there very little walking also with 

august and later flying to aarhus denmark for a show and taking a day off walking 

really far to maasgard and back along the beautiful coastline and later walking 

with many heavy backpack in bologna and a bit in venice and in the mountains with 

jacek to at last leave for india walking there much in the city of bengalore fully 

exploring the very trafficked and polluted but at times charming suburbs and 

walking in minor places along the coast in kerala while in a ashram mostly to go 

to the train station or down the beach to meet some poor fishermen"

02144: "dreams influenced by my time spent in the netherlands still dreaming of the 

mountains and my neighbours there but also getting influenced by the movies 

watched particularly with august at the cinema and then traveling to india getting 

at first afraid of being attacked and then feeling affected by the atmosphere 

encountered in an ashram and the people there but also by my old time friend 

davide and all the hardship of buying bus tickets and withdrawing money during the 

demonetization of the country"

17071: "clouds recorded during my last holiday in italy with august and his 

mother united going through the beauty f the landscape there and later in sweden 

moving to our new place out of stockholm experiencing a lot of clouds with several 

animals and skeletons"

15087: "a month started in denmark with a nice pure air breath on the coast but 

then going to bologna breathing the bad stagnating air also in venice and later 

the smoke trying to light the fire in the mountains to at last going to india and 

have there a hardcore time walking extensively in big cities and breathing very 

bad traffic air and filthy garbage and pee to at last going to the more tranquil 

kerala state before again facing the pollution  of madurai and finally taking



shelter with davide in the still uncontaminated countryside driving the scooter 

there but having full days of no traffic thanks to the death of the president"

12118: "news read scatter while traveling around southern india having at times 

very  little  internet  connection  and  still  unable  to  find  a  good  source  of 

information  feeling  mostly  manipulated  by  all  the  different  media  sites  but 

nonetheless getting able to read of many minor accidents around the world and 

particularly in india where i have been traveling with a big train derailing and 

in general less casualties from terrorism around the world"

10082: "a south american couple met biking around the utrecht countryside and 

giving them food before traveling with myrthe and august from treviso and through 

the nice city of feltre meeting a dutch couple there and later a gay guy renting 

us his beautiful house and at last giving a ride to a polish young couple"  

16101: "a month started at an indian ashram in kerala experience some tropical 

heat bu nonetheless having little visibility with clouds protecting us from the 

sun and later going with davide to madurai experiencing the same weather and even 

rain  making  the  streets  hard  to  walk  on  before  finally  leaving  the  city 

environment and moving to the countryside of tiruvannamalai and feeling quite hot 

walking around shiva mountain and later exploring desert like environment with the 

scooter but at last on the full moon day with thousands of people on the street 

getting a quite severe hurricane which forced us in our bungalow waiting to go 

back to  sweden finding a very  cold weather with  snow and ice and having  to 

readjust my tanned body but quickly experiencing there a change of temperature 

with a warmer weather melting all the snow and some days of sun but too short 

before going to italy and finding there amazing blue sky"

18097: "wind experienced being at all times out in india getting a little bit 

more wind in the state of kerala and then moving to the countryside by cennai and 

getting days with some winds and days with no wind resulting in a day with a 

hurricane coming in blowing on our bangalow really hard and at last going back 

first to sweden and then in italy experiencing almost no wind"


